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Have you ever wondered what exactly is happening in the mind of your pet?

Thanks to some innovative thinking and a lot of practice, a few dog owners are discovering new ways to communicate with their canine
companions, and are documenting their experiences online via social media platforms. This means that hundreds of thousands of people
around the world are getting a glimpse into what their own dogs might be thinking.

It all started when Christina Hunger, a speech language pathologist, brought home her puppy Stella. Christina wondered what would
happen if she gave Stella the tools to “talk”, even though dogs don’t communicate with words. She ordered a few plastic buttons that
when pushed would say certain words. Christina gave Stella a few buttons at first with words like “outside”, “treat”, and “play”. Christina
taught Stella how to push the buttons with her paws and reinforced what the word meant. Today, Stella has 48 buttons and “speaks” at
least 30 times per day.

Christina has since written a book about Stella’s journey as a “talking” dog, but it was Christina’s posts on social media that got other dog
owners curious if they could replicate the talking button system at their home. One of the most popular talking dogs on Instagram and Tik
Tok right now is Bunny, a fluffy sheepadoodle who has a lot to say from her Pacific Northwest home.

Bunny loves to “talk” with her buttons and her owners engage with her throughout the day, filming a lot of the interactions to share via
social media. Bunny uses her buttons to ask where her dad is (upstairs napping), when she can play with her friend Beacher (soon), and
where the family’s cat is (hiding from Bunny, usually). Over the past year, Bunny has learned many words and gained quite the following
online. She is currently enrolled in multiple research projects as well where scientists are studying her words in order to find new ways to
communicate with animals.

Bunny is particularly interesting because she gets more access to complex words as her questions become more complex. For example,
Bunny was asking if her human mom was a dog too. Bunny’s human mom added words like family and human so that Bunny could
understand they were family even though she was a dog and her mom was a human.

But Bunny’s life isn’t all communication buttons and complex questions. She still gets plenty of walks, snuggles, and treats just like any
other dog. Her owners make sure Bunny has a well-rounded schedule and while they try to work on her words daily, they don’t continue
with it unless Bunny is engaged. She gets to be part of the decision to communicate using buttons.

Besides being downright interesting, Bunny and Stella are teaching dog owners how to have a better relationship with their own dogs.
Dog owners around the world are using buttons to communicate with their own dogs as well as just paying closer attention to their dog’s
body language to make their relationships even better.

Dogs are the best friends to many people and learning to communicate with them in new ways is fascinating. You can become Bunny’s
friend on social media by watching her Instagram account (@whataboutbunny). It’s hard not to fall in love with her after seeing her unique
ways of communicating.
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